Greyhounds Available Today

COLOUR CODING: Please see individual profiles for specific requirements

**RED:** a home with company (either canine or human)

**BLUE:** a home as a single dog or ok alone

All greyhounds are available on a foster to adopt (up to 6 weeks before finalisation) or adoption basis (2 weeks before finalisation).

All greyhounds are:

- Desexed
- C5 vaccinated
- Microchipped
- Lifetime Registered with council
- Flea treated, intestinally and heart wormed
- Greenhound assessment and Greenhound collar

(when eligible to be assessed if not already; after they have settled into your home)

**SPECIAL $75 adoption fee (normally $250)**

If you would like to adopt a pair of greyhounds, the cost is $150 (due to heavily discounted SPECIAL adoption fee)

All greyhounds available today are yet to undertake their Greenhound assessment. This can be arranged free of charge through GAP. We will contact you after finalisation of your adoption to arrange this.

**NO CAT TOLERANT GREYHOUNDS AVAILABLE TODAY**
SLUGGO (brother to OGGY)

DOB: 17/06/2012
RACE NAME: Horn Of Africa (42: 7-10-7)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt

With his big pointy ears and happy smiley face, how could anyone say no? Sluggo (brother to Oggy) is a little bit sensitive to hustle and bustle and will need a calm quiet home with older/no children and a med/large calm canine for company. He seems particularly attached to his brother Oggy and it would be great for them to transition to the pet life together. Sluggo is currently on medication to help make his transition all the easier, and he has made great progress in learning the joys of curling up in a comfy bed. Sluggo has shown to have a LOVE for treats and particularly exercising his brain with puzzle toys! He also has lovely leash manners and travels well. GAP staff will discuss his low dose, inexpensive medication with you.

Best suited to: preferably regular human company, med-large canine companion - (like his brother Oggy!), respectful/no children (10yo+), backyard/outside space.
OGGY (brother to SLUGGO)

DOB: 17/06/2012
RACE NAME: Younger Brother (12: 4-3-0) GENDER: Male
Colour: Fawn
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
Sweet Oggy is just a gentleman. He will be 6 in June but don’t let that fool you, this lovely boy is affectionate, has shown to have great manners with other dogs large and small and has exceptional leash manners. Oggy would love a home with someone who can spend most of their relaxing day with him and a canine companion. Oggy is a bit of a nosey parker and if he can see things going on around him where he’s not involved he will sometimes bark. A home with solid, non-see-through fencing would be best to keep his mind from wandering. A quiet neighbourhood or country town would do him just fine.
Best suited to: prefers regular human company, canine companion (like his brother Sluggo!), respectful children, backyard/outside space.

REGIS

DOB: 25/01/2015
RACE NAME: Magic Regis (10: 0-1-3) GENDER: Male
Colour: White & Brindle
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
This cheeky boy is Regis! Regis will need a home with teenage or no children as he has a cheeky habit of jumping for a cuddle when greeting you. He’d do best with a medium-large canine companion and a yard to play in. Regis absolutely loves his treats-which is great to improve his manners and basic training and has shown to have appropriate manners with all dogs. He can sometimes be a little too over bearing at first greeting but with time and gentle exposure Regis will learn to take his meet and greets one step slower.
Best suited to: large canine companion, older children due to excitable nature, backyard/outside space.
LIAM

DOB: 22/07/2014
RACE NAME: Despicable Liam (2: 0-0-1)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to adopt
Much like the Hemsworth brother, this guy is young and handsome! 3.5yo Liam is a lovely boy who would benefit in a calm, quiet home as he can initially be a little shy but once he warms up to you, you will fall head over heels! Liam has shown appropriate manners with all dogs big & small, he has shown to cope well on his own for short periods of time. He may suit a casual/part time workers with or without a medium-large canine companion. Liam can initially be a little strong on the lead but soon settles and travels well in the car.
Best suited to: quiet home, casual/part time worker, with or without another dog.

COSMO

DOB: 10/11/13
RACE NAME: Geale (56: 3-7-7)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Blue Brindle
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
This gorgeous boy is just out of this world! Cosmo is an extremely handsome 5.5yo boy with his big pointy ears and charming smile. Cosmo likes to rush over to say hello when meeting new dogs however is improving in time with more gentle exposure. Cosmo enjoys his company however does settle with time when left on his own for a short time. Cosmo would benefit with someone who is home more often than not or with a med-large canine friend. Cosmo loves food, so training will be a breeze. Respectful children shouldn’t be an issue for this boy, just make sure he’s outside at dinner time so he doesn’t pinch a sausage!
Best suited to: prefer human company or with a med/large canine companion, respectful children, backyard/outside space.
LUCKY

DOB: 10/06/2014
RACE NAME: Rough Road (22: 1-0-2)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to adopt

Lucky is a very handsome man with a silky, slick coat. He shows great manners with other dogs large and small. Lucky can do well on his own for short/moderate periods but if he can see things going on around him where he’s not involved he will sometimes bark. A home with solid (no see-through) fencing would be best to keep his mind from wandering. He can pull initially on lead but after the excitement subsides, he will walk on a loose lead by your side. He does well on a harness. Lucky would do well in a variety of homes we feel including with respectful or no children, part time or causal workers, and or a canine companion. Oh and did we mention his LOVE of toys?!

Best suited to: range of homes, ok on own for short periods, with or without another dog, solid fencing and/or inside access, respectful children.

BOOF/CHARLIE
(Greenhound)

DOB: 13/03/2015
RACE NAME: Coorong Charlie (4: 0-0-0)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Adopt

Boof has been living as a pet for the last three months with primary school aged children and as a single dog, however was unfortunately returned to the program recently for being an early riser. He was unable to be contained at night time and we feel this contributed to him waking up early and thinking it was time for everyone else to wake up too. We feel he would do best in a home with a canine companion (medium-large) however has also coped well alone throughout the day by himself for moderate periods. Boof can be strong on lead initially but responds well with a harness. With Boof’s friendly nature, a home where he can be inside but contained at night time and part of the family would be best. We think Boof would be a great candidate to happily snooze the night away in a crate.

Best suited to: with or without a canine companion, respectful children, crate sleeping/contained of a night time, backyard/outside space.
TOBY

DOB: 27/09/2015
RACE NAME: Did not race
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt.
This 2.5yo lad is as ho-hum as they come. Toby enjoys his human company however is not ‘needy’, he simply just likes to know you are there but does not always need constant attention. He would suit a home with older or no children, someone who is home more often than not or with a med/large canine companion. Toby can be quite strong initially on the leash, travels well and has shown to have appropriate manners with big and small dogs. He can sometimes show to be a little more interested in smaller dogs however with positive interactions he is showing improvement. Toby LOVES treats–especially cheese!
Best suited to: prefers human company and/or med-large canine companion, respectful older (10yo+) or no children.

PANDA

DOB: 5/04/2014
RACE NAME: Blitzing Babe (40: 6-1-2)
GENDER: Female
Colour: White & Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
This energetic lady is certainly no Panda. Eating treats and zooming around the yard are two of her favourite things, oh did we mention walks? She loves them too! Panda has had previous experience in a home before with her previous owner/trainer along with socializing with their female Labrador and greyhound. We are still getting to know Panda but she seems to cope well for periods on her own, along with enjoying play time in the yards with other greyhounds. She will greet all with a wiggly bottom and of course a big kiss with her friendly personality. Along with all this energy, she still has plenty of rest time where she will curl up in a ball and snooze the afternoon away. Older children/teenagers may be best with her exuberant nature along with a back yard for zoomies. Panda can be a little overzealous meeting smaller dogs, but is improving all the time.
Best suited to: range of homes, med-large canine companion or ok on own, older (10yo+) respectful children, backyard/outside space.
APRIL

DOB: 9/02/2015
RACE NAME: Cosmic Snagrow (14: 1-1-1)
GENDER: Female
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
We were hoping this gorgeous girl would be adopted with the month of her name - April! April is a sensitive, sweet little lady who is often seen curled up in her bed snoozing the day away. She has lovely leash manners, seems to get along well with other dogs big and small that she has met and enjoys a treat. We are still getting to know April and at this stage she seems ok on her own for short periods but would do well in a home with med/large companion. April may settle in with respectful calm children that will allow her to blossom into a confident girl.
Best suited to: quiet neighbourhood and household, older or no children (12yo+) due to reserved nature, ok on own and/or med-large canine companion.

HERCULES (top) & HICCUP (bottom) (brothers)

DOB: 20/9/15
RACE NAME: Paw Fusion (3: 0-0-0) & Brumby Fusion (24: 2-4-4)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Fawn & White
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
What’s the cure for Hiccups? He’s after a home that has large previous dog experience to really bring out the best in him, a large back yard to run around in and hopefully, he can share that with his best friend and brother, Hercules. He shows good lead manners and interactions with humans and other dogs. Hiccup enjoys roaming around the yards for hidden treats and then relaxing in his clam shell. He often comes to “check in” on us humans but once satisfied we are still there, he’s happy to wander off and do his own thing or look for a toy to take over to his brother Hercules to play with. Now to Hercules, this strapping, young lad is named so well. Don’t let the big muscles and huge appearance fool you, Hercules is a lover not a fighter. He has wonderful social skills with humans and absolutely adores interacting with as many people at once as he can. He loves his back rubs, belly scratches and pats even more than his treats. He’d suit a home best with someone home often so he can be with them or alternatively, a home with a medium sized canine companion. His best friend is his brother Hiccup and we’d dearly love to give “The Twins” a home together if possible.
Best suited to: a home together, backyard, older children with large dog experience.

JACKSON

DOB: 17/07/2013
RACE NAME: Smart Jackson (19: 0-0-0)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black

Ready to: Foster to Adopt

It’s Thriller Night! Jackson is a real super star here at GAP. This boy walks well on lead and has learned to respond to his name, it’s as easy as 1-2-3. Jackson has been well socialised with other dogs but can be a little intense when meeting other dogs for the first time. With positive reinforcement he is learning to be more polite. As he’s a bit of a diva, we believe he would prefer to be an only dog at this stage. He has some experience with children and seems to cope well on his own. He also LOVES playing with toys, so as long as his new family can provide a comfortable yard to play in- it don’t matter if it’s big or small!

Best suited to: respectful children, only dog, backyard/outside space.

BILLY

DOB: 21/03/2016
RACE NAME: Did not race
GENDER: Male
Colour: Red Brindle

Ready to: Foster to adopt

Billy is a handsome young dog with a tiger-like striped coat. He LOVES company of the human and canine variety thus will need this in his new home. He would like a playmate who is a similar size to himself as well as someone home more often than not. He enjoys affection and will leeeean right into you and tell you to keep patting him until you get “the spot”. He walks well on lead, travels well in the car and loves to snuggle up in his bed right by you. Billy is only young and hasn’t had much experience in the “real world” and will need a patient owner to show him the ropes

Best suited to: someone home more often than not, med-large canine companion, respectful children, backyard/outside space.
EDDIE
DOB: 13/02/2013
RACE NAME: Press My Buttons (unraced)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt.
This boy is known as ‘Steady Eddie!’ Eddie is a very happy 5yo boy that has shown to cope well on his own especially when a lounge is involved! He enjoys his daily walks but will do best in a calm home. Eddie likes to chill on his own so a home where he can do just that without being interrupted by littlies is best. He has shown to have appropriate manners with all dogs but we feel is best in a home alone, with no children. We feel Eddie could adapt easily to part/full time workers, possibly even in an apartment.
Best suited to: ok on own, possibly suited to apartment, no children.

DOT DOT
DOB: 17/08/2014
RACE NAME: Little Wench (unraced)
GENDER: Female
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to adopt
Dot Dot is a 3.5yo girl, she is fairly new to our program however is quickly settling in. From what we have seen so far, Dot Dot is coping well on her own for short periods, has appropriate manners with all dogs-big and small and is a very friendly, confident girl with humans. We feel Dot Dot would suit a part time worker with respectable children. Dot Dot walks well on the lead and travels well also, she has an easy to manage eye condition known as Pannus that will need some eye drops which GAP will supply you with.
Best suited to: ok alone for moderate periods, prefer as single dog or with calm male companion, respectful children.
BARNEY

DOB: 24/01/2015
RACE NAME: Yankee Boy (17: 1-1-1)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Dark Brindle
Ready to: Foster to Adopt.
Barney is a burly, strong boy, ready to learn the ways of pet life. He is a friendly boy who greets you with a wagging tail and will follow you around especially if you have a stash of treats. Barney will need some positive reinforcement training using what he loves-treats- to help him become a well-mannered boy. Barney seems to prefer a yard to hang out in as well as daily exercise and playtime. Older/teenage or no children due to his excitable nature would be best. Barney seems to cope well on his own or could go home with a med/large canine companion.
Best suited to: willing to do basic training, ok alone, respectful teenage children due to his LOVE of food/excitable nature.

SKYE

DOB: 23/12/2014
RACE NAME: Did not race
GENDER: Female
Colour: Red Fawn
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
This gorgeous 3.5yo girl is Skye! Sometimes, Skye can be a little shy with new people but doesn’t take long to open up. However, since being here she has quickly shown her quirky side and how incredibly playful she can be with her greyhound friends! As Skye takes some time to open up, we feel she would benefit in a calm, quiet home with older or no children, a med-large confident canine companion to play with. This would mean a nice open yard for all of her zoomies that we are sure will be coming once she has settled in comfortably! Although she certainly doesn’t attempt to jump over, Skye likes to peek at what’s going on so 1.5m or above fencing is important.
Best suited to: home with med-large canine companion, and/or someone home more often than not, respectful children.
BLADE (Greenhound)

DOB: 13/06/2012
RACE NAME: Bacash (11: 3-2-1)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Adopt

This suave gentleman has a cool name and attitude to match. He loves to hang out on his bed in the sunshine or indoors. He appears to cope well alone so being a single dog left at home during working hours isn’t out of the question for this guy. He enjoys coming up to people for a quick pat and likes to keep things chill and low key. As such, a person who likes quiet chill sessions at home would be a perfect match for Blade. UPDATE FROM CARER: The past month Blade has been an incredible member of our little family. Since the day we brought him home, he has been a total joy to have around and immediately fitted in to pet life. After his breakfast and morning walk, he is quite content to lay around and sleep whilst we are at work. Nothing makes me happier than seeing his wagging tail and smiling face running up to us when we get home. On walks he has grown so much. He was a little nervous the day we fostered him in public places, but now he goes for walks along the beach and is so happy when meeting dogs of all sizes and all people. He is a total water dog. We wish we could keep Blade, but due to us having to move we are unable to. Blade just wants to be loved and have a long term home.

Best suited to: range of homes, ok on own, possibly townhouse/apartment suitable, although outside space preferred.
SHOTGUN (Gunner)

DOB: 1/6/2016
RACE NAME: Did not race
GENDER: Female
Colour: Black
Ready to: Adopt

Shotgun is a sweet but sensitive girl. She will thrive in a calm quiet home with time to blossom. She shows good manners with other dogs and walks well on the lead. She can startle at sudden noises and novel things but warms up quickly and is settling in well to her foster home.

UPDATE from foster carer: Shotgun now affectionately known as “Gunner” is settling into her foster home from Sydney well. She is currently being fostered with two other greyhounds (male) and a Lab cross (female).

Her foster carer reports that after just 24 hours she has settled in perfectly. She is eating well and socialising with his other dogs. Enjoying her walks and even a little swim.

Best suited to: home with canine companion, preferably no children.

BOBBY

DOB: 6/12/2012
RACE NAME: Spring Gate (68: 6-10-8)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Brindle
Ready to: Foster to Adopt

Bobby is a very friendly and happy go lucky boy. Like his brother Beau, his tail wags endlessly and he usually has a big smile on his face. He is a mature boy at 6 years old, but has a zest for life and a lovely nature. He has shown good manners with other dogs small and large, particularly finding comfort in a medium sized pooch that lives with GAP staff, a male Kelpie, Staffy, Labrador mix.

He has spent the last 18 months sharing a yard with his brother Beau, but a home by himself or with a canine companion wouldn’t be out of the question. Bobby would do best in a home with a backyard that he can relax in during the day. He like his brother has had experience around young children, although not whilst in the care of GAP. Respectful children to share his future home are a possibility for him. A structured and routine home will help Bobby adapt to pet life.

Best suited to: backyard/outside space, medium-large canine companion or on own, respectful children.
**BEAU**

**DOB:** 6/12/2012  
**RACE NAME:** Golden Gate (71: 8-9-12)  
**GENDER:** Male  
**Colour:** Red Fawn  
**Ready to:** Foster to Adopt

Beau is a gorgeous golden colour and is a very friendly 6 year old lad. Like his brother Bobby, his tail wags endlessly and he usually has a big smile on his face also. Beau has shown good manners with other dogs small and large. He has spent the last 18 months sharing a yard with his brother Bobby, but a home by himself or with a medium to large canine companion would be preferable we feel. Beau would do best in a home with a backyard that he can relax in during the day and play fetch with his toys. He like his brother has had experience around young children, although not whilst in the care of GAP. Respectful children to share his future home are a possibility for him. Beau has lovely lead manners.  
**Best suited to:** backyard, med-large canine companion or on own, respectful children.

**PIE-MAN**

**DOB:** 27/10/2013  
**RACE NAME:** Springfield Gun (60: 4-11-6)  
**GENDER:** Male  
**Colour:** Black  
**Ready to:** Foster to Adopt

How do you like your pie? Pie-Man will show you he is the best type by far! This handsome and sometimes clumsy chap will be 5 in October and boy does he have a lot of love to give. Pie-Man is very much a happy go-lucky boy that would benefit a home with a backyard, a medium-large canine friend and we feel children are not out of the question, however he can be excitable at times so this should be kept in mind. He can initially be quite strong on leash but responds well with a harness. He also travels well.  
**Best suited to:** backyard/outside space, med-large canine companion, respectful children.
LADBROKE
DOB: 29/05/2015
RACE NAME: Fred Moments (11: 1-1-1)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
With his gorgeous smile and big brown eyes, Ladbroke will be by your side! This nearly 3yo boy can sometimes be a little shy and sensitive on first meet. However, with some yummy treats for him to munch on he will quickly warm up to you. Ladbroke enjoys his company and has shown to cope a lot better when he is with another dog for company (female in particular). Ladbroke will need a calm quiet home to let his personality shine, calm, older, respectful or no children would be best. He can be strong on lead at first, but responds well with a harness. Ladbroke, will do anything for a food reward which will make training easy. He has learnt “on your bed” and enjoys food related puzzle toys.
Best suited to: backyard/outside space, medium-large canine companion, older respectful or no children.

BRUNO
DOB: 25/08/2015
RACE NAME: Did Not Race
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
Did someone say…. TREATS!? Bruno is a gorgeous nearly 3yo boy and absolutely LOVES his food. He is an excitable boy who will need a yard during the day and a cosy bed for night. Bruno has shown to cope well on his own in his day yard for numerous hours and he has been seen working on his ‘tan’ in the sun. We’d advise having him outside when its family dinner time. He can be quite strong on lead at first but responds well to a harness and travels well. We feel Bruno would do well in a home with teenage or no children (as he can be excitable), a part time/full time worker- as long as he is given his walks of a morning before being left and with or without a medium-large canine companion.
Best suited to: ok on own, backyard/outside space, older/no children.
ERNIE

DOB: 9/09/2013
RACE NAME: Samurai Warrior (unraced)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Blue Brindle
Ready to: Foster to Adopt

Big beautiful Ernie, a quick hello and off to lay in the sun is his game! He has not had much experience in his past life as he was living on a rural property with other greyhounds so taking things slow is very important. Ernie would benefit in a home with a nice backyard and a quiet neighbourhood, a home with older/teenage children would also be best due to his excitable and sometimes nervous nature. He has shown to cope well on his own for a number of hours in his day yard and can come across a little excited with other dogs at first meet however with a quick sniff, he easily walks on.

Best suited to: ok on own, backyard, older children, quiet neighbourhood.

SUE

DOB: 1/02/2015
RACE NAME: Kiarni Sue (27: 1-1-0)
GENDER: Female
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt

Miss 3yo Sue is a lovely yet sensitive girl who has shown to enjoy her human company. Sue would benefit in a home with teenage or no children as she will need a quiet home to let her personality shine. She would suit part time workers with a yard to hang out in and/or a calm male canine companion. She has lovely leash manners after some short, initial excitement and has shown to have appropriate manners with dogs, big and small that she has met.

Best suited to: part time/casual worker, and/or calm male canine companion, older children due to initial excitement.
SHARKY

DOB: 11/05/2015
RACE NAME: Movealong Sharky (2: 0-0-0)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Blue
Ready to: Foster to Adopt

Just when you thought it was safe to go back in the water! We introduce Sharkey looking for his forever home and, of course, a clam shell to doggy-paddle around in to really live up to his name. This big, blue boy is a bundle of affection and enjoys reminding us that he’s there by leaning into us for pats and bouncing up to us when he’s called. Once he’s over his initial “walkies” excitement, Sharkey calms well on lead and gets on well with the other Greyhounds in our care. He’s taken well to his basic obedience training and enjoys the enrichment that comes with it. We feel he would benefit from an active home with an active canine companion. Due to his sheer size and strength, a home well-versed with large breed dogs and no/older children is advised.

Best suited to: canine companion, active home with a backyard, older/no children.

CODY

DOB: 8/02/2015
RACE NAME: Curious Cody (2: 0-1-0)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt

Isn’t Cody just oh so handsome? This stripey faced guy is young and youthful but has taken to his basic obedience training with delight. He loves to run about in the yard and show how happy he is with a zoomie (or ten!). Playtime with our other Greyhounds in care is one of his favourite past times but soon after he will conk out on his bed with his Kong while his batteries recharge. Cody loves attention and would therefore love a medium sized canine buddy to race around the grass with. He can be excitable in short bursts but we feel Cody may do well with respectful primary school aged/older kids once his initial energy is drained in the backyard.

Best suited to: canine companion, respectful older children/teenagers, backyard.
GEMMA
DOB: 27/09/2013
RACE NAME: Magpie Molly (52: 2-6-11)
GENDER: Female
Colour: White & Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
Gemma is our treat tester and loves when we dig into our pockets to get her tasty reward out. She’s a calm girl who likes to walk gently by our sides but when hanging in the backyard she has so much fun playing fetch with her toys. She’ll appreciate a home where her owners can hang out with her often and gently show her the ins and outs of being a retired Greyhound. Gemma has blossomed in her time with us and really has come out of her shell and will need patient owners to allow her to settle into her new environment with ease. Although she’s shown great interactions with dogs of all sizes, Gemma will do best with a yard and house to herself...& not having to share her doggy treats!
Best suited to: ok on own for moderate periods-suited to a part time worker, backyard, primary school children.

BLONDIE
DOB: 30/01/2015
RACE NAME: Goldrush Harmony (7: 0-0-0)
GENDER: Female
Colour: Red Fawn
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
Blondie is such a delight. She has a lovely calm and compliant nature. She has shown excellent manners with other dogs large and small. She walks well on lead and is in great condition. She can be a little overwhelmed with lots of new things happening all at once but will thrive in a home with routine and predictability. She would do well with a calm canine companion to show her to the ropes of pet life or someone who works part time/from home. Quiet older children might also be ok for her as she enjoys gentle pats and quiet time relaxing with us.
Best suited to: ok on own, ok to live with small dog, older respectful children.
MONIQUE
DOB: 20/09/2014
RACE NAME: Cheeky Fusion (17: 1-1-2)
GENDER: Female
Colour: Fawn & White
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
Monique certainly has the supermodel looks combined with a lovely nature. Once the treats in our pockets are produced, her tail will wag non-stop! She prefers the quiet life and enjoys relaxing walks over games of fetch. Monique can strong on lead initially but eases up with a bit of time and some positive reinforcement. Monique enjoys company so a home with an easy going canine companion and/or someone home part time would be best we feel. Monique is a sister to our other supermodel hounds, Hercules and Hiccup.
Best suited to: someone home more often than not and/or canine companion, respectful children, quiet neighbourhood.

KIRA (8mo pup)
DOB: 10/08/2017
RACE NAME: Did Not Race
GENDER: Female
Colour: Blue & White
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
Kira brings everything there is with having a puppy. She is a friendly and spirited girl who just loves company either of the human or canine kind. She injured her hock when she was quite young hence coming to GAP as a wee little girl – it is all healed up and doesn’t give her any trouble. She enjoys spending time in the paddling pool and walks quite well on lead after a few excited spins. She will require a patient and committed owner to transition her to pet life and instill in her the basics. Being such a young girl you are at an advantage to teach and mould her into a well mannered family pet. Kira loves to smooch up to everyone, she enjoys fetch with her toys and getting into the usual mischief puppies do. Her new owners will need to be understanding and patient of her age and excitable nature.
Best suited to: someone home more often than not and medium – large canine companion.
**TERRY**

DOB: 18/01/2014  
**RACE NAME:** Sublime Miss (23: 1-2-4)  
**GENDER:** Female  
**Colour:** Black  
**Ready to:** Foster to Adopt  

Terry is an energetic girl who loves nothing more than to do a zoomie! She calms quickly once us humans approach for a back rub yet we feel she will be best suited to a home where a canine friend can help drain her energy. She shows lovely manners with other dogs and her lead manners are following suit but still have a little way to go. Terri will need a secure backyard as she does like to be a stickybeak and peer over the fence. Due to her exuberant nature a home with older/no children is recommended. Terry doesn’t like to be on her own, so if her new owners worked part-time or from home and also had a medium sized canine companion that would be the best for her.  

**Best suited to:** backyard, older children due to excited nature, med-large canine companion.

---

**DOUG (Greenhound)**

DOB: 14/02/2015  
**RACE NAME:** Did Not Race  
**GENDER:** Male  
**Colour:** Black  
**Ready to:** Adopt  

Doug has never met a plant he didn’t like! This hilarious fella loves a game of hide and seek amongst the trees and never stops wagging his tail when we “find” him. Doug is definitely the “outdoorsy” type and loves to run around the yard. He’s a character of all sorts who is doing really well with his current basic obedience training. He’s a beautiful boy who is learning to take everything in his stride and makes us really proud every day of his achievements. Although Doug has spent some time in foster care living as the only dog in the house, he loves the company of our other Greyhounds and will thrive in a home with a medium to large canine companion who can become his new best mate.  

**Best suited to:** home with a backyard, preferred with canine companion/ owners home often.
BENJI

DOB: 30/01/2014
RACE NAME: Nose Down (64: 5-6-7)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Brindle
Ready to: Foster to Adopt

Benji is full of beans! This active 4yr old boy is excited to begin his new life as a pet. He can be quite exuberant when greeting people and on lead, but with training and positive reinforcement (he loves food!) he is making a lot of progress. Because of Benji’s size and strength, we believe he’d do best in a home without young children or with respectful teenagers. After playing around, Benji enjoys chilling on the grass, so we believe a decent yard is essential for this guy. He seems to cope well on his own, so a variety of active homes and lifestyles would be A-OK as he loves his enrichment toys and activities. He has shown appropriate manners with dogs his size, so a home with a med/large canine pal could also suit.

Best suited to: Active home/ lifestyle, backyard, 8yo + children due to his excitement at first.

BILLY

DOB: 20/02/2015
RACE NAME: Did not race
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt

Are you looking for a striking young lad, then look no further.... Billy’s your boy. This 3 year old boy has a beautiful nature and has captured our hearts at the kennels. On the hot days Billy loves to cool off with a quick dip in the clam shell and laze around in the shade. Billy has shown great manners with other dogs and is a delight to walk on lead and interact with. He is an easy-going chap who loves to be the centre of attention; so we feel a home as an only dog would be beneficial for him. Families with primary school aged+ children who are looking for a funny yet gentle addition will need not look any further.

Best suited to: backyard, primary school aged children.
**PUMPKIN**

**DOB:** 20/07/2015  
**RACE NAME:** Triple Crown Kin (8: 0-0-0)  
**GENDER:** Female  
**Colour:** Black & White  
**Ready to:** Foster to Adopt  

Pumpkin is looking for an active family who can love her full-of-beans nature and provide her with a predictable routine to help ease her into pet life. A home with teenage children would be preferred as she can be a bit over-the-top at first. She is a gorgeous girl who enjoys a good back scratch, splashing around in the clam shells and enjoying all types of enrichment activities. The “pawfect” match for Pumpkin will an energetic canine companion (e.g. Kelpie, Labrador etc) to play in the back yard with. Once her energy is drained, she’s the first one to lay on her bed and snooze the day away.  

**Best suited to:** active home, medium-large canine companion, older children.

---

**MOLLY**

**DOB:** 28/01/2015  
**RACE NAME:** Oldmate Molly (17: 3-4-2)  
**GENDER:** Female  
**Colour:** White & Brindle  
**Ready to:** Foster to Adopt  

Pretty as a picture Molly, with her very expressive ears, will be the perfect addition to a family where she can be the only dog in the home. She loves to be spoilt by us humans; getting treats while being a good girl in the bath, smooching up to us when we go for a walk and showing off her lovely manners. Molly can be a little excitable at first on lead but settles very quickly. She’ll thrive in a home where she can be slowly introduced to pet life and enjoy a life of luxury with soft beds and gentle strolls around town. Molly has a previous hock injury that is fully healed and causes her no discomfort nor stops her fulfilling everyday life.  

**Best suited to:** quiet neighbourhood, older respectful children.
GRACE – it’s my 3rd B’DAY today!
DOB: 29/04/2015
RACE NAME: Grace Frend (15: 0-0-0)
GENDER: Female
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
Treats! I just LOVE treats! Sweet girl Grace is never far from our treat pouches, sticking her nose in and making us laugh with her bouncing personality. She will benefit from a home where she can share her adventures with a medium/large canine companion and/or owners who can be with her more often than not. Her basic obedience is coming along fantastic (thanks to her love of treats!) and a home that has previous dog experience and patience to keep this up will suit her so much.
Best suited to: patient home with a backyard, medium to large canine companion.

CELIA – it’s my 6th B’DAY today!
DOB: 29/04/2012
RACE NAME: Sheza Good Girl (35: 6-5-7)
GENDER: Female
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
Where do we start with Miss Celia? Well, she’s a delight to handle, enjoys human interactions and wouldn’t mind sharing inside and outside of her new home with a calm medium sized canine companion. This makes her an all-round lovely girl who will suit a range of environments. Celia travels great and once she’s had enough of her exercise, she knows exactly how to get back in to the comfort of her bed for a good snooze.
Best suited to: calm medium sized canine companion.
MO

DOB: 28/07/2014
RACE NAME: Finding Mo (62: 6-11-10)
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to Adopt
If you're after a gentleman, vote 1 for Mo! He's handsome, distinguished and has outstanding manners. He'll appreciate a home where he can snuggle up on his bed after a gentle stroll down the street and some tasty treats. Mo is easy going, placid and will always plead for just one more back scratch before the day is through. He has adapted well to a foster home in inner Sydney and has been undergoing toilet training, basic obedience training and the simple joys that only a home can bring.
Best suited to: OK on his own, backyard, can be re-homed with a canine companion.

DAWN (Greenhound)

DOB: 13/07/2012
RACE NAME: Sake Rocks (45: 6-8-5)
GENDER: Female
Colour: Red Brindle
Ready to: Adopt
Dawn is such a pretty brindle tiger print lady. She has great manners with other dogs small and large. We feel she will do best in a home with a calm canine companion from dusk till Dawn....(see what we did there!) or someone home most of the time. She just loves people and their company. She travels well in the car. Dawn can be initially a little strong on lead but is improving all the time with guidance. Dawn settled in perfectly to her foster home in Sydney. She shares an apartment with a family who are home the majority of the time. She has experience in her foster home around primary school aged children.
Best suited to: canine and/or human company most of the time.
RUSTY

DOB: 24/03/2016
RACE NAME: Did not race
GENDER: Male
Colour: Red Fawn
Ready to: Adopt (ready for Greenhound assessment)

Rusty is a lively lad who is still finding out how to plant his paws firmly on the ground. However, he has a very bright future ahead of him because he’s so willing to learn. He loves enrichment toys and will spend a long time trying to work out how to get the treats out of the Kong. He also loves to play with his ball and splash about in the water after a day of basic obedience training. This energetic boy will do best with a family of older or no children who have previous large dog experience. Rusty has been sharing his foster home and backyard with teenage children, a Border Collie and Greyhound.

Best suited to: backyard, medium-large canine companion, family with previous large dog experience and older/no children.

REBEL

DOB: 04/12/2010
RACE NAME: Rebel Vigilante (24: 3-2-4)
GENDER: Female
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to adopt

Rebel doesn’t live up to her name, she’s anything but rebellious! She’s a sweet, and simply superb senior lady who has won us over since day one! With her beautiful lead manners, she also brings years of wisdom and calmness to everyone that meets her. Rebel is great with other dogs and her gentle side continuously shines through in all she does. This 7.5 year old darling deserves a quiet home, a comfy bed and treats galore to spend the rest of her days. She has adapted perfectly to apartment living including succeeding at climbing the stairs and copes well being left on her own.

Best suited to: range of homes.
**MEEKA**

**DOB:** 20/02/2013  
**RACE NAME:** Tameeka (58: 6-11-13)  
**GENDER:** Female  
**Colour:** Black  
**Ready to:** Foster to adopt  
Smooch! Smooch! Smooch! Meet Meeka, the smoochiest girl you could ever come across. When she’s finished her scoot around the yards, she’s the first in line to hand out bundles of love to us. She has shown to cope well in her time alone and good interactions both on lead and with medium sized dogs also. Meeka will suit a range of homes as long as they enjoy the endless affection she has to give. Meeka sustained an injury back in her racing days and although it’s now fully healed and causes her no pain, it does appear that one of her back legs is straighter than the other. Meeka has been in foster care for a few weeks now living in an apartment in the city and has done quiet well.  
**Best suited to:** range of homes

---

**MILLY**

**DOB:** 27/06/2013  
**RACE NAME:** Vee Ate Gully (16: 1-2-0)  
**GENDER:** Female  
**Colour:** Blue Brindle  
**Ready to:** Foster to adopt  
Milly is a stunning, happy go lucky 5 year old girl who loves to run around the yard after her toys. Milly can be quiet strong on lead and would need a home with previous dog experience to help her adjust to pet life. We feel Milly would suit a home as an only dog where she can enjoy all the cuddles to herself, with older respectful children.  
**Best suited to:** only dog in a range of homes.
BENNY

DOB: 03/05/2016
RACE NAME: Did not race
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Adopt
Benny and his big, beautiful ears loves to work it for the camera. He also loves his treats, splashing in the water, neck scratches and toys. In fact, he loves his toys so much he doesn’t want to go for a walk without one! He’d like to thank his toys for being a huge part of his ongoing basic obedience training on lead but we really know it comes down to Benny being a really clever boy who, when guided with lots of patience, can do just about anything he puts his mind to including conquering the challenging stairs! Benny will be two in May, so he is still young, and he will need a large backyard to share with a medium to large sensible canine companion and owners with previous large dog experience who can continue to guide Benny in the right direction.
Best suited to: medium to large canine companion, owners with previous large dog experience, backyard.

CINDY

DOB: 21/3/2016
RACE NAME: Did not race
GENDER: Female
Colour: Red Brindle
Ready to: Foster to adopt
Cindy has an infectious zest for life and sometimes that’s playing with her toys and doing zoomies in the backyard, other times it’s snoozing the days away on her bed (remember she is the world’s fastest couch potato!). This energetic and playful girl is undergoing basic obedience training with a wagging tail and smile on her dial. She can be a little stubborn on lead sometimes but quickly gets the hang on walking along again if she has another Greyhound besides her setting the example. She loves making friends with all the Greyhounds in care so we feel a home where she has a medium sized canine companion and/or someone home most of the time with large breed dog experience would suit her to a tee.
Best suited to: medium to large canine companion, owner/s home more often than not, backyard.
BECKY

DOB: 3/06/2014
RACE NAME: Magic Skyline
GENDER: Female
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to adopt
Oh my gosh Becky, look at her tail, it’s sooo waggy! Becky is a playful girl who enjoys all the attention on her in the home thus she would prefer a home as the only dog. She seems to cope well on her own and loves to play with toys in the backyard with you. A home with respectful children would suit Becky as well as a backyard to play in.
Best suited to: home as a single dog, backyard.

MARLO

DOB: 17/01/2014
RACE NAME: Sonic Highway
GENDER: Male
Colour: Black
Ready to: Foster to adopt
You will immediately fall in love with this sensitive and very sweet boy Marlo. He has a low waggily approach when he comes to say hello as he is a tiny bit nervous but improving every day. He was socialized with his previous owner/trainers very small Labrador cross in which he used to snuggle with every night- we believe in knowing this he would love a canine companion. Due to his slightly nervous nature at times, older (10+) respectful children are preferred, along with a quiet neighbourhood. He would be ok on his own for short periods but best with canine companion due to his previous Lab friend.
Best suited to: home with or without company, part time/casual workers, respectful (10+) children, backyard.